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Programme 2 
By Pam Ramage

 Following on from last week’s broadcast about rocks, this programme looks at sand, how it is  
 formed and some of its uses.

 NB Providing a collection in the classroom of a variety of seashells would be an advantage.

Poems     
      Waves

    Have you watched waves spilling onto shore
    In a swash of foamy white?
    Have you felt them swirl around your toes
    And laughed in sheer delight.

    Have you heard the gentle swishing sound,
    As waves wash stone and shingle?
    Have you listened to the music that they make,
    As among the seashells they mingle?

    Have you watched wild waves come storming in
    Like monsters, dark and grey?
    With a booming sound, they crash and pound
    The rocks, with fl ying spray.

    Have you seen the sparkle of sunbeams,
    As they dance on waves of blue?
    Close your eyes and just imagine,
    That you’re there, dancing too.
         Pam Ramage

      Footprints

    I left my footprint on the sand
    and watched them follow me,
    For every place that I had gone
    I saw them by the sea.
    But when the tide came in, it washed
    my footprints all away,
    And left no trace of them upon
    the sand I trod today.
         John Travers Moore   
    

6 May
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Story

Forrest, a little brown frog, sets off from his home beside the river Bann, to fi nd out what the seaside 
is like.

Song

    On the Seashore
    (to the tune of ‘What Shall we do with the Drunken Sailor)

    What shall we do when we’re on the seashore?
    What shall we do when we’re on the seashore?
    What shall we do when we’re on the seashore?
    On a summer’s day.

    Play with our beach ball on the sand,
    Play with our beach ball on the sand, 
    Play with our beach ball on the sand,
    On a summer’s day.

    Make sand pies or swim in the sea,
    Make sand pies or swim in the sea,
    Make sand pies or swim in the sea,
    On a summer’s day.

    Fish in rock pools, or gather seashells,
    Fish in rock pools, or gather seashells,
    Fish in rock pools, or gather seashells,
    On a summer’s day.

    Eat some ice-cream to keep us cool,
    Eat some ice-cream to keep us cool,
    Eat some ice-cream to keep us cool,
    On a summer’s day.

         words Pam Ramage
 

After the programme

words for discussion: seashells; backwash; sand dune; lugworms; desert.

- Everyone in the class will have visited the seashore.  Ask for some descriptions of a good     
 day, an exciting day, a scary day, an interesting day, a wet day etc.
- If possible, look at a variety of seashells.  (Some children might not be aware that they were  
 originally homes for some sea creatures).
- Look at sand closely.  Observe the tiny stones from which it is formed, and the varieties of colour  
 and texture.
- Bring in some sandpaper, describe how it works.
- Talk about how sand is formed – by erosion, or by deposit of a river.
- Have the children seen any sand dunes?
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- Talk about other sandy places, such as deserts.
- Talk about making footprints, in sand (or snow).  Provide a box of damp sand and try making a  
 variety of footprints with different shoes.
- Put some damp sand around a bird table, and see if you can see some bird prints.
- Talk about some products made using sand e.g. glass and concrete.
- The seaside provides us with some popular tongue twisters to try e.g. Sally sells seashells by the  
 seashore; swan swam over the sea; round the ragged rock the ragged rascal ran.
-   In PE, imitate the movements of some sea creatures e.g. scuttle sideways like a crab; fl y like a  
    seagull, fl apping their arms and then soar upwards with the arms close by their sides; tunnel and        
    wiggle on the ground like a lugworm.
 

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science
 Properties: Pupils should be given opportunities to: work with a
  range of everyday materials in a variety of activities; 
                                  explore the properties of materials including shape, 
  colour, texture and behaviour.

 Geography
 The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: materials 
  in the natural environment; some common landscape 
  features.

 English
 Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts,

feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences, 
literature and media.

 Reading: Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and 
  understand a range of texts which are read aloud,    
  including those presented on tape or radio.

 PE
 Gymnastics Pupils should have opportunities to: explore a range of
  movement skills; develop body awareness through
  movement.
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Cross-Curricular Links


